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1. Our submitter group wishes to raise with the panel what we believe are 

inaccurate evidential statements made to you by the witness Rhys 

BOSWELL which exhibit the very recklessness with the truth and corporate 

bad behaviours that have been the back bone of our evidence. 

2. We respectfully submit that clarification should be sought with regards to 

the following matters and that the upcoming hearings set for 24 May could 

offer an opportunity for the panel to either cross examine Mr BOSWELL or 

seek clarification by formal questioning under oath. 

3. We also seek to expose what we see as a conflicted and hypocritical 

argument being put to the panel. Specifically it has been asserted to you by 

both Council and CIAL that the re-evaluation of the Airport noise contours, 

as required every ten years by virtue of the Environment Court agreement 

that has been produced in these proceedings, should not be included into 

the Replacement District Plan, as an activity to be carried out. The 

submission being that this matter is substantially “Regional” in nature and 

therefore should be excluded from the plan.  While our group has rebutted 

this assertion (refer page 35 point 8.12 Statement of evidence David 

LAWRY) the hypocrisy is that both CIAL and CCC are strongly advocating for 

the inclusion into the plan, in direct violation of the Order in Council a new 

and complex noise sensitive activity avoidance rule for noise sensitive 

activities under the 50dBA Contour. They base the alleged need for this rule 

on unidentified adverse outdoor amenity affect arguments.  If the 

submissions that the contour reevaluation matter is regional in nature are 

to be accepted, then the new activity avoidance rule under the 50dBA 

contour is also regional in nature and by virtue of that same argument 

should not be included into the plan. Our submitter group rejects the 

assertion that the reevaluation is regional. The reality is that this hearings 

environment is the only possibility of the re-evaluation taking place as 

very clearly both CCC and CIAL do not wish to do so and effectively in the 

absence of the hearings directions will ignore the requirement to do so. 

The behaviours exhibited towards our submitter group very clearly 

exhibits the attitudes and lack of transparency .The 50dBA contour effects 

land usage across the Selwyn and Waimakariri   Councils yet both CIAL and 



CCC see no barrier to introducing into the proposed replacement District 

Plan this new rule. The precedent of introducing this new activity avoidance 

rule on the wider regional councils is obvious, yet both CIAL and CCC seem 

determined to have it included into the Christchurch District plan, despite 

full knowledge that the 50dBA matters are subject to regional review well 

within the life time of the replacement District Plan. Despite CLARKES 

evidence that the background noise, excluding road noise in the residential 

areas surrounding the Airport, including the University of Canterbury, 

already exceeds 50dBA, effectively is making a legal and policy intent 

absurdity of such a policy rule. Essentially both Council and CIAL are seeking 

to introduce a new rule under an existing 50dBA contour that they know is 

inaccurate and are refusing to reassess in accordance with the Environment 

Court agreement. Keen to introduce the new rule under the existing 50dBA 

contour and the precedent that would regionally generate but equally keen 

to avoid ensuring the accuracy of that 50dBA contour byway of the 

required re-evaluation which they see as Regional in nature and simply do 

not want to have included in the plan. The reality is that once outside of the 

current Hearings environment they will refuse to carry out such a re-

evaluation. If this was not their intent why refuse to include the intent to 

carry out the promised re-evaluation in their plan and why effectively 

remove all evidence of the very existence of this agreement until my 

research located it and even then initially indicate that it was not binding? 

Only continuous pressure has resulted in reluctant assertions that they the 

review will be carried out assertions that in the absence of panel direction 

will likely not be honored. I submit that the panel should include the re-

evaluation as a matter the District Council will undertake including it into 

the Replacement District Plan. Failure to do so will cement in the unfair 

corporate avoidance of this requirement on the councils part and reinforces 

the currently inaccurate contour adverse impacts on adjacent land owners 

land use options.  

4. You have already seen the behaviours and extent CIAL goes to requiring for 

example the University of Canterbury to list proposed outdoor activities 

with the obvious threat that they could withhold approval thereby creating 



very significant costs and consent approval risks to virtually any outside 

activity the University proposes. I have given evidence of the inappropriate 

power this regime has given to CIAL a large property development company 

who effectively holds other developers at a disadvantage by virtue of the 

risk of, and power to simply refuse approval of any outdoor activity they 

decide to exclude under the 50dBA contour. Thereby creating significant 

consenting costs to others which they use as a weapon of compliance.  On 

the most fundamental level of fairness the worldwide unique actual 50dBA 

contour if it is to be retained at all should be re-evaluated to reflect the 

reality ten years on from the agreements as was initially contemplated and 

promised. The total lack of transparency as to the very existence of this 

promise, to the adjacent land owners to re-evaluate the contours every ten 

years and obvious intent to not comply unless the panel requires it to be 

included into the District Plan is compelling.   

5. Central to any re-evaluation process is the actual number of scheduled 

aircraft operations. I have produced in my evidence the numbers supplied 

to me by MR BOSWELL, he confirmed in my cross examination of him that 

he was not misleading me when he supplied those numbers, therefore they 

can be assumed to be accurate. However is the panel satisfied with that 

assumption or should Mr. Boswell, the holder of the facts be required to 

confirm the true level of scheduled aircraft operations. The data I have 

produced in these proceedings indicated that scheduled aircraft operations 

for the following full years were 2010:  54660 for 2014: 50633 and 2015: 

50,476.   Yet there is the assertion that the actual numbers are around 

70,000. Again a theme of our evidence has been the inaccurate and often 

inflated assertions of CIAL (refer cargo projections re Designation Paper).  

Mr. BOSWELL has failed to produce tangible evidence of the actual 

scheduled aircraft operation numbers. The critical word being scheduled as 

that is the very specific context of the data used to generate the existing 

contours.  I respectfully submit that the panel may wish to further question 

Mr. Boswell as to what the actual scheduled aircraft operation flight 

numbers are and how the asserted 70,000 scheduled aircraft operations 

has been arrived at. 



6. On the same topic of inaccurate information I note at page 10 of Mr. 

Boswell’s evidence to the panel, dated 29 October 2015 at page 10, point 

46 that he refers to a BERL supplied Table 1.1 of the impact a total airport 

wide operational curfew could have taking various scenarios and making 

projections of the impacts on total GDP and FTEs employment lost. Mr. 

BOSWELL then proceeds to assert what the effect of an engine testing 

curfew would be using this same data. It is submitted that this is a fatal 

flaw. He asserts at point 48.1 of his evidence that 870 FTEs are employed in 

Airport related maintenance, repair and overhaul businesses. It is, unclear if 

these FTE’s work directly on engine maintenance, using the word “Airport-

related” maintenance is I believe very suspect. Is he talking about aircraft 

engine maintenance or maintaining the total airport infrastructure. We 

note that his assertions are under the heading Aircraft maintenance (in 

bold as a heading). He then asserts “Here BERL considered a 50 percent 

reduction in the workforce due to the curfew. This could potentially lead to 

a loss in employment of 840 FTEs and a reduction of 75.7 million in regional 

GDP”. This is actually not what the BERL scenario considered. They 

anticipated an 840 FTE and a 75.7 million GDP loss if 20% of maintenance 

business was lost due to a total airport wide operational curfew. Why 

would the requirement to mitigate noise by for example a GRE led to a 20% 

engine maintenance loss?  Furthermore if as asserted by BOSWELL that 870 

FTE’s are employed in aircraft maintenance then the loss of 840 due to a 

20% reduction of maintenance business leaves 30 staff.  Fifty percent of 

870 certainly is not 840. Very clearly there is a significant problem with 

these figures on close inspection. They are simply misleading and represent 

a crude attempt to use data analyzed for one purpose for a totally different 

purpose, with a designed sensationalist impact. s   

7. Mr. Boswell then continues on with the loss of 230 FTEs and $20.7 million 

loss should the Antarctic programs be moved to another airport due it 

seems to an engine testing curfew. Again he confuses the data associated 

with the total airport curfew scenario, that would not allow the take- off 

nor landings of the C-17 thereby possibly causing the programme to seek 

alternative airports, with the possible curfew of engine testing which in no 



way impacts on actual C-17 take off and landings. Ignoring the lack of 

causational linkage to engine testing curfew that could motivate the 

Antarctic program seeking an alternative airport to take off from. 

8. Finally he asserts that 586 FTEs and $61 million could be lost if the mail 

sorting and logistics has to be relocated. What does this actually mean? 

What is the break down between the logistics and mail sorting respective 

costs and FTEs? What logistics activities are being included into the data? 

Are these figures including all of the persons employed by Courier services 

in Canterbury and the cost to relocate all of them out of the Canterbury 

Region? There are certainly not 586 FTEs working at the mail sorting center 

at the Christchurch International Airport. It is very unclear how the 586 FTE 

lost jobs is arrived at. It seems an engine testing curfew will some- how 

stop mail being delivered to the Christchurch International Airport in time 

to allow its distribution in a timely manner, which is utter rubbish.  

9. I have not sought to identify how the GDP figures have been reached, for 

example have economic multiplier impacts being included into these 

estimations.  

10.  How any logical causational link, to the need to provide mitigation for 

engine testing’s unreasonable industrial noise, can be made to forcing all 

the overnight courier services to be relocated out of the Canterbury Region, 

to the loss of the US Antarctic programme or for all but 30 of the total of 

870 FTEs working on Aircraft maintenance to loss there employment is I 

submit in need of further explanation from Mr. BOSWELL. He has been 

reckless in his attempt to influence the panel that a significant adverse 

effect to the strategic infrastructure exists. Following his crude 

manipulation of the data were BERL the authors of the original analysis 

approached to confirm his conclusions?   

11. Taking an alternative stance to these figures if it is argued that the panel 

cannot make findings that harm the strategic infrastructure, but the 

management of that strategic infrastructure carries out an economic 

activity that results in noise pollution for which there is a duty to mitigate 

its harmful effects and refuses to mitigate that harm opening up the 

strategic infrastructure to significant strategic risks and costs is the panel 



actually allowing this harm if no action to curb it is taken.  The evidence is 

that for about $10 million the engine testing including the Antarctic 

program requirements can be mitigated by building a Ground Run Up 

Enclosure (GRE). Mr. DAY is the sole disbeliever of the World Wide 

Aviation’s GRE providers engineering ability to successfully do so. If that 

strategic infrastructure refuses to build a GRE preferring to risk from MR 

BOSWELLS evidence the loss of 1646 FTEs or if you include the one missed 

city-pair scenario 3706 FTEs and $157.7 million or if you include the one 

missed city-pair $287.9 million in lost GDP then, are they not in fact guilty 

of self-harming by deciding to continue carrying out that polluting activity 

and refusing to mitigate.  

12. The $10 million in the context of the profits earned and the associated risks 

to lost GDP and FTEs is such that any test as to if a requirement to mitigate 

was handed down by the panel, would the strategic infrastructure be 

harmed, would very easily be shown to be negated. Given the asserted risks 

outlined by BOSWELL which do not include reputational costs and the risk 

of public nuisance actions for breaching the duty to mitigate pollution the 

panel may feel a duty to save CCC, CIAL and Air New Zealand from self-

harming the strategic infrastructure and their respective reputations. 

13.  I submit to the panel that this data is misleading, inaccurate and designed 

to present a sensational adverse effect on the strategic infrastructure 

picture to the panel that is simply dishonest. It has been taken out of the 

original analysis context and manipulated clumsily to present what is simply 

a false representation to the panel of the adverse effects. Given that this 

evidence is presented under oath, and the ramifications to the panels 

deliberation if they were to be accepted it I seek that the panel seek, at the 

least, clarification form Mr BOSWELL under oath.  

14. The evidence of Mr LAWRY supported by our submitter group has given in-

depth examples of conflict of interest, exaggerated and even dishonest 

behaviours before and during these proceedings. This represents yet 

another manipulation of the facts to suit a desired outcome and  we submit 

is not only in breach of the code of conduct but dishonest. 



15. You have already heard from an economist who while giving evidence of 

costs to CIAL thought it was too hard to determine in economic terms the 

costs inflicted onto the affected neighbours of CIAL. One that had no 

knowledge of the international recognised modeling processes for 

determine those very costs and an Avian expert that failed to even identify 

the correct  geospatial area he was giving evidence about. Now very clearly 

misleading evidence, as to the alleged adverse impact on the strategic 

infrastructure, should a requirement to mitigate engine testing noise is 

before you.  We submit that this is a serious breach of the code of conduct 

and given the importance of the adverse effect beings alleged requires 

clarification under oath. 

16. We respectfully await the panels response 

 

 

D.M. LAWRY for submitter group. 


